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Abstract—As we are more and more dependent on the
communication technologies, resilience against any attacks on
communication networks is important to guarantee the digital
sovereignty of our society. New developments of communication
networks tackle the problem of resilience by in-network com-
puting approaches for higher protocol layers, while the physical
layer remains an open problem. This is particularly true for
wireless communication systems which are inherently vulnerable
to adversarial attacks due to the open nature of the wireless
medium. In denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, an active adversary
is able to completely disrupt the communication and it has been
shown that Turing machines are incapable of detecting such
attacks. As Turing machines provide the fundamental limits of
digital information processing and therewith of digital twins, this
implies that even the most powerful digital twins that preserve all
information of the physical network error-free are not capable
of detecting such attacks. This stimulates the question of how
powerful the information processing hardware must be to enable
the detection of DoS attacks. Therefore, in the paper the need of
neuromorphic twins is advocated and by the use of Blum-Shub-
Smale machines a first implementation that enables the detection
of DoS attacks is shown. This result holds for both cases of with
and without constraints on the input and jamming sequences of
the adversary.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation (5G) of mobile communication systems
is boosting the digital transformation of our society as it
expanded the use cases from consumer-centric to machine-
centric. New applications such as driverless mobility, health
care, constructions, agriculture, and many more opened new
markets for network operators and manufacturers. With 6G the
use cases even expanded from not only machine-to-machine
but also machine-to-human often referred to as the Tactile
Internet [2] or the Metaverse. The new communication tech-
nologies enable our society to cope with the biggest ubiquitous
problems such as the climate crisis, energy crisis, or local
conflicts.

But as we are more and more dependent on the communi-
cation technologies, resilience against any failure or intended
attackers of communication networks becomes even more im-
portant to guarantee the digital sovereignty of our society. Re-
silience as a core part of trustworthiness has been identified as
a key challenge for 6G and must be understood and addressed
at an unprecedented level [3]. With the aforementioned critical
applications comes the need to address the trustworthiness of
the system and its services. The theory for the formalization
of trustworthiness must comprise different fields [4] and many
central questions and issues are open to date. Most attacks are
performed through the communication network by exploiting
inherent weaknesses of the communication protocol on higher
layers.

To face these challenges, there is the recent trend towards
shifting functionalities from the physical layer to higher layers
by enabling software-focused solutions. Software solutions
have the advantage of short update cycles, adaption to new
situations, and lower costs with respect to CAPEX and OPEX.
The aim is to create an infrastructure that is capable of inter-
connecting highly heterogeneous networks to support several
different verticals.

Promising approaches include the concepts of software-
defined networking (SDN) [5] and network function virtu-
alization (NFV) [6]. The aim of such network virtualization
is to provide software-based solutions for functions, proto-
cols, and operations such that they run on general purpose
hardware and do not require specialized hardware anymore.
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Fig. 1. A digital twin creates a digital description of the physical network
which is then used by appropriate digital computing platform for the detection
of DoS attacks. Here, an optimal digital twin provides a complete character-
ization of the physical system without any information loss.

The placement of the aforementioned network functions can
be realised by the SDN-controller and is often optimized to
minimize the communication latency. This had laid ground
for novel paradigms such as cloud and edge/fog computing,
unique and reconfigurable SDN-NFV architectures and end-
to-end network slicing [7, 8]. With this comes the need of
addressing the trustworthiness and security threads due to
network softwarization and the problem of resilience is tack-
led by in-network computing appraoches for higher protocol
layer [9–14]. Initial studies on the algorithmic verification of
trustworthiness based on digital hardware platforms are given
in [15].

The physical layer remains an open problem and, accord-
ingly, this paper studies attacks that are performed directly
at the physical layer with the aim of disrupting the phys-
ical transmission itself. Such attacks can target a specific
single user within the system, but also the overall system
itself. Reliable communication between legitimate users is
the indispensable basis for any information processing. And
particularly wireless communication systems are inherently
vulnerable to adversarial attacks due to the open nature of
the wireless medium and the high number of co-existing
wireless systems which easily disturb each other. Moreover,
malevolent jammers might even jam and harm the legitimate
communication intentionally.

In denial-of-service (DoS) attacks, an active adversary is
able to completely disrupt the communication and it is of
utmost importance to detect such attacks. In the end, the detec-
tion must be done algorithmically on the deployed information
processing hardware.

Within the framework of digital twins, a suitable description
of the physical network is created which is then used by the
corresponding digital computing platform for the detection
task, cf. Fig. 1. In the best case, this digital twin provides
the complete description of the physical network, i.e., all
parameters and components of the physical system are com-
pletely characterized by a digital description. To this end,
all parameters and components of the physical system are
described by programs that provide suitable digital objects for
these for every given approximation error. This means that

an optimal digital twin provides a description of the analog
physical system without any information loss. In the following,
we will assume such optimal digital twins.

To date, practical information processing hardware plat-
forms are digital and Turing machines [16–18] provide fun-
damental performance limits for today’s digital information
processing and therewith immediately also for digital twins.
Accordingly, Turing machines are therefore the ideal frame-
work to study whether or not it is in principle possible to detect
DoS attacks with the help of digital twins. Thus, a suitable
Turing machine needs to decide whether or not an adversary
is able to perform a DoS attack for a given communication
scenario. A negative answer has been obtained in [19], where
it has been shown that there is no Turing machine that can
algorithmically detect a DoS attack; even for such optimal
descriptions by optimal digital twins. This shows that even
with the most powerful digital twin and the most powerful
digital computing platform (given by Turing machines), the
detection of DoS attacks is impossible.

Turing machines can only operate with rational numbers and
computable real numbers are then those that can be effectively
approximated by computable sequences of rational numbers.
The non-detectability of DoS attacks stimulate the questions
of whether this comes from the fact that Turing machines
approximate computable real numbers with the help of rational
numbers and how powerful a twin and the corresponding
information processing hardware platform must be to enable
a successful detection of DoS attacks.

In this paper, we advocate the need of neuromorphic twins
that are based on neuromorphic computing hardware plat-
forms. Obviously, it is not clear if these can be realized with
the hardware technology that used to date in communication
systems, since it would require the processing and storage of
arbitrary real numbers.

Over the last years, new electronic hardware platforms for
neuromorphic computing have been developed and particularly
the industry (such as IBM, Intel, or Samsung) made some
significant progress in the development of powerful neuro-
morphic processors. A suitable computing model for this had
been proposed in 1989 by Blum, Shub, and Smale [20]. They
proposed a general computing model over an arbitrary ring or
field. Note that if this is chosen to be Z2 = {{0, 1},+, ·}, then
these Blum-Shub-Smale (BSS) machines recover the theory
of Turing machines. In addition, there are very interesting
connections to the theory of semialgebraic sets.

BSS machines are further relevant for the field of biocom-
puting. In [21] it has been conjectured that BSS machines
provide the basis for biocomputing. Biocomputing covers all
different scales of computing in living organisms ranging from
computing in cells to computing in the brain.

In this paper, we consider such BSS machines and study
whether or not these are capable to detect DoS attacks. We
prove that such attacks are indeed detectable by BSS machines
showing that an implementation based on neuromorphic twins
enables the algorithmic detection of DoS attacks. This result is
shown to hold for both cases of with and without constraints
on the input and jamming sequences of the adversary. For this
purpose, it is further shown that the set of all channels for
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Enc E
<latexit sha1_base64="KS7KkC+1Gf8XauBmXoRkZYZ7BXQ=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9iNgh4DEvAYwTwgWcLspDcZMju7zPSKYclvePGgiFd/xpt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uIJHCoOt+O7mNza3tnfxuYW//4PCoeHzSMnGqOTR5LGPdCZgBKRQ0UaCETqKBRYGEdjC+nfntR9BGxOoBJwn4ERsqEQrO0Eq9HsITZnXF6bTeL5bdijsHXSfekpTJEo1+8as3iHkagUIumTFdz03Qz5hGwSVMC73UQML4mA2ha6liERg/m988pedWGdAw1rYU0rn6eyJjkTGTKLCdEcORWfVm4n9eN8Xwxs+ESlIExReLwlRSjOksADoQGjjKiSWMa2FvpXzENONoYyrYELzVl9dJq1rxLivV+6tyrbSMI0/OSIlcEI9ckxq5Iw3SJJwk5Jm8kjcndV6cd+dj0ZpzljOn5A+czx/J15Fq</latexit>

Alice
<latexit sha1_base64="PWf99zPbVwzSEIaSIeSeQfeFkLM=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZWkRPJVEBD1WvHisYD+gCWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsG6ZSGHTdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt02SaQ4tnshEd0NmQAoFLRQooZtqYHEooROOb2f1ziNoIxL1gJMUgpgNlYgEZ2gt30d4wvxGCg7TfqXm1t256Cp4BdRIoWa/8uUPEp7FoJBLZkzPc1MMcqZRcAnTsp8ZSBkfsyH0LCoWgwny+c1TemadAY0SbZ9COnd/T+QsNmYSh7YzZjgyy7WZ+V+tl2F0HeRCpRmC4otFUSYpJnQWAB0IDRzlxALjWthbKR8xzTjamMo2BG/5y6vQvqh7lu8va41qEUeJnJIqOSceuSINckeapEU4SckzeSVvTua8OO/Ox6J1zSlmTsgfOZ8/XwqRyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PWf99zPbVwzSEIaSIeSeQfeFkLM=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZWkRPJVEBD1WvHisYD+gCWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsG6ZSGHTdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt02SaQ4tnshEd0NmQAoFLRQooZtqYHEooROOb2f1ziNoIxL1gJMUgpgNlYgEZ2gt30d4wvxGCg7TfqXm1t256Cp4BdRIoWa/8uUPEp7FoJBLZkzPc1MMcqZRcAnTsp8ZSBkfsyH0LCoWgwny+c1TemadAY0SbZ9COnd/T+QsNmYSh7YzZjgyy7WZ+V+tl2F0HeRCpRmC4otFUSYpJnQWAB0IDRzlxALjWthbKR8xzTjamMo2BG/5y6vQvqh7lu8va41qEUeJnJIqOSceuSINckeapEU4SckzeSVvTua8OO/Ox6J1zSlmTsgfOZ8/XwqRyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PWf99zPbVwzSEIaSIeSeQfeFkLM=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZWkRPJVEBD1WvHisYD+gCWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsG6ZSGHTdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt02SaQ4tnshEd0NmQAoFLRQooZtqYHEooROOb2f1ziNoIxL1gJMUgpgNlYgEZ2gt30d4wvxGCg7TfqXm1t256Cp4BdRIoWa/8uUPEp7FoJBLZkzPc1MMcqZRcAnTsp8ZSBkfsyH0LCoWgwny+c1TemadAY0SbZ9COnd/T+QsNmYSh7YzZjgyy7WZ+V+tl2F0HeRCpRmC4otFUSYpJnQWAB0IDRzlxALjWthbKR8xzTjamMo2BG/5y6vQvqh7lu8va41qEUeJnJIqOSceuSINckeapEU4SckzeSVvTua8OO/Ox6J1zSlmTsgfOZ8/XwqRyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PWf99zPbVwzSEIaSIeSeQfeFkLM=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZWkRPJVEBD1WvHisYD+gCWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsG6ZSGHTdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt02SaQ4tnshEd0NmQAoFLRQooZtqYHEooROOb2f1ziNoIxL1gJMUgpgNlYgEZ2gt30d4wvxGCg7TfqXm1t256Cp4BdRIoWa/8uUPEp7FoJBLZkzPc1MMcqZRcAnTsp8ZSBkfsyH0LCoWgwny+c1TemadAY0SbZ9COnd/T+QsNmYSh7YzZjgyy7WZ+V+tl2F0HeRCpRmC4otFUSYpJnQWAB0IDRzlxALjWthbKR8xzTjamMo2BG/5y6vQvqh7lu8va41qEUeJnJIqOSceuSINckeapEU4SckzeSVvTua8OO/Ox6J1zSlmTsgfOZ8/XwqRyQ==</latexit>

E,�
<latexit sha1_base64="a+12F6+lrnKuzQcO3+O6bu35Pc4=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvoUXwIGW3CnosiOCxgv2AdinZNNuGJtmQZIWy9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5keLMWN//9tbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxyySpJrRJEp7oToQN5UzSpmWW047SFIuI03Y0vp357SeqDUvko50oGgo8lCxmBFsnte8uUE+NWL9U8av+HGiVBDmpQI5Gv/TVGyQkFVRawrEx3cBXNsywtoxwOi32UkMVJmM8pF1HJRbUhNn83Ck6c8oAxYl2JS2aq78nMiyMmYjIdQpsR2bZm4n/ed3UxjdhxqRKLZVksShOObIJmv2OBkxTYvnEEUw0c7ciMsIaE+sSKroQguWXV0mrVg0uq7WHq0q9nMdRgFMowzkEcA11uIcGNIHAGJ7hFd485b14797HonXNy2dO4A+8zx9Yx47S</latexit>

Fig. 2. Communication system with an active adversary as in [19]. The
Jammer tries to disrupt the communication between Alice and Bob by sending
an own jamming sequence. A Jammer with partial knowledge knows the
encoder E and decoder φ and can choose its jamming strategy accordingly.
A Jammer with full knowledge is further aware of the actual message M (or
the codeword Xn = Xn(M)) and can adapt its jamming sequence to each
particular message accordingly.

which a DoS attack is possible, is a semialgebraic set and can
therefore be described by finitely many polynomial equations
and inequalities.

Notation

Discrete random variables are denoted by capital letters and
their realizations and ranges by lower case and calligraphic
letters, respectively; N and R are the sets of non-negative
integers and real numbers; P(X ) denotes the set of all
probability distributions on X and CH(X ;Y) denotes the set
of all stochastic matrices (channels) X → P(Y).

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we introduce the communication system
model and formulate the main problem.

A. Communication System Model

The communication system of interest is shown in Fig. 2.
Here, a transmitter Alice wants to transmit a message reliably
to a receiver Bob, while an active adversary (or Jammer)
tries to disrupt the transmission by sending an own jamming
sequence. To this end, the Jammer can choose this jamming
sequence based on its knowledge about the legitimate com-
munication. A Jammer with partial knowledge is aware of the
overall system design, i.e., the encoder and decoder used by
Alice and Bob, respectively, while a Jammer with full knowl-
edge further knows the actual message that is transmitted. We
also refer to [19] for a detailed introduction and discussion on
these two cases.

As Alice and Bob have no prior knowledge about the
jamming strategy of the Jammer and how the channel will be
disturbed, they have to be prepared for the worst: A channel
that may vary in an arbitrary and unknown manner from
channel use to channel use. The concept of arbitrarily varying
channels (AVCs) [22–24] is a suitable model to capture the
effects of such unknown varying channel conditions.

To this end, let X and Y be finite input and output
alphabets and S a finite state (jamming) alphabet. The
channel from Alice to Bob is then given by a stochastic
matrix W : X × S → P(Y) which we interchangeably
write as W ∈ CH(X ,S;Y). For a fixed jamming sequence

sn ∈ Sn of length n, the discrete memoryless channel is
Wn(yn|xn, sn) :=∏n

i=1W (yi|xi, si) for all input and output
sequences xn ∈ Xn and yn ∈ Yn.

Definition 1. The arbitrarily varying channel (AVC) W is
given by

W =
{
W (·|·, s)

}
s∈S .

For the characterization of the capacity of an AVC, we need
the concept of symmetrizability [25].

Definition 2. An AVC is called symmetrizable if there exists
a stochastic matrix U : X → P(S) such that∑

s∈S
W (y|x, s)U(s|x̂) =

∑
s∈S

W (y|x̂, s)U(s|x)

holds for all x, x̂ ∈ X and y ∈ Y .

Intuitively, this captures the ability of the Jammer to “emu-
late” valid channel inputs making it impossible for the receiver
to distinguish whether the channel output comes from a valid
codeword sent by Alice or the jamming input of the Jammer.

1) Jammer with Partial Knowledge: This accounts for all
those jammers that know the encoding and decoding functions
of the legitimate users, but not the transmitted message. This
is captured very well by an AVC under the average error
criterion, cf. also [19] for further details. In this case, the
concept of symmetrizability suffices to completely characterize
the capacity.

Theorem 1 ([25, 26]). The capacity C(W) of an AVC W
under the average error criterion is

C(W) =

{
minq∈P(S) C(Wq) if W is non-symmetrizable
0 if W is symmetrizable

with C(Wq) the regular Shannon capacity of the averaged
channel Wq(y|x) =

∑
s∈SW (y|x, s)q(s), q ∈ P(S).

In this paper, we are particularly interested in DoS attacks
for which the Jammer is able to completely disrupt the
communication. We denote the set of all these channels for
which a DoS attack is possible by MDoS. Then Theorem 1
immediately reveals that such attacks are exactly possible
whenever the channel is symmetrizable so that

MDoS =
{
W : W is symmetrizable

}
and Mc

DoS = {W : W is non-symmetrizable}. Thus, it
immediately allows to analytically decide whether or not DoS
attacks are possible.

2) Jammer with Full Knowledge: This accounts for all
those jammers that know the encoding and decoding functions
of the legitimate users and that are further aware of the actual
transmitted message. This can be modeled by an AVC under
the maximum error criterion, cf. also [19] for further details.
Although the capacity is not known in this case, a condition
has been established (similar to the symmetrizability condition
in the average error case) that allows to characterize exactly
when the capacity is zero and therewith when a DoS attack is
possible.
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<latexit sha1_base64="SQVrVisx+EgaNYLcyvzK0/WpGR4=">AAACAnicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1JN4CS2Cp5KIqMeCHjxW7Bc0oWy2m3bpZhN2J2IJwYt/xYsHRbz6K7z5b9y0OWjrg4HHezPMzPNjzhTY9rextLyyurZe2ihvbm3v7Jp7+20VJZLQFol4JLs+VpQzQVvAgNNuLCkOfU47/vgq9zv3VCoWiSZMYuqFeChYwAgGLfXNQzfEMAokHqfNrJ+6QB8gvY7usqxvVu2aPYW1SJyCVFGBRt/8cgcRSUIqgHCsVM+xY/BSLIERTrOymygaYzLGQ9rTVOCQKi+dvpBZx1oZWEEkdQmwpurviRSHSk1CX3fmB6t5Lxf/83oJBJdeykScABVktihIuAWRledhDZikBPhEE0wk07daZIQlJqBTK+sQnPmXF0n7tOac1+zbs2q9UsRRQkeogk6Qgy5QHd2gBmohgh7RM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+z1iWjmDlAf2B8/gBhaJf2</latexit>

TDoS

<latexit sha1_base64="zxCWLAOryC4vufIZsudFQW9R6VI=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFtEJlqhKEgLESDIxF0IfURq3jOq3VJI7sG0QUdWbhV1gYQIiVL2Djb3DbDNByJEtH59yH73EjnyuwrG8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t75i7ew0lYklZnQpfyJZLFPN5yOrAwWetSDISuD5ruqPLid+8Z1JxEd5BEjEnIIOQe5wS0FLXPOwAe4C010uYKpcx9/CVuMVc4UgoxfWUcdcsWRVrCrxI7IyUUIZa1/zq9AWNAxYC9YlSbduKwEmJBE71vEInViwidEQGrK1pSAKmnHR6yhgfaaWPPSH1CwFP1d8dKQmUSgJXVwYEhmrem4j/ee0YvAsn5WEUAwvpbJEX+xgEnuSC+1wyCn6iCaGS679iOiSSUNDpFXQI9vzJi6RxUrHPKtbNaalazOLIowNURMfIRueoiq5RDdURRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9Zac7IevbRHxifP0NwmeQ=</latexit>

“yes” if DoS is possible

<latexit sha1_base64="I0alQh/y4eIFsVpV/tRiQidJhfQ=">AAACDXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/E16tJNAxpckRlj1CWJLlxilEcCBDqlAw0z7aS9YyQTfsCNv+LGhca4de/Ov7HALBQ8SZOTc+6j93hRwDU4zreVWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d+zdvZqWsaKsSmUgVcMjmgVcsCpwCFgjUoyEXsDq3vBy4tfvmdJcijsYRawdkr7gPqcEjNSxD1vAHiDpdoUsFjH38ZW8xVxjIQFHUmtuBo07dsEpOVPgReKmpIBSVDr2V6snaRwyATQgWjddJ4J2QhRwaublWrFmEaFD0mdNQwUJmW4n02vG+MgoPexLZZ4APFV/dyQk1HoUeqYyJDDQ895E/M9rxuBftBMuohiYoLNFfhxgkHgSDe5xxSgEI0MIVdz8FdMBUYSCCTBnQnDnT14ktZOSe1Zybk4L5XwaRxYdoDw6Ri46R2V0jSqoiih6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zEozVtqzj/7A+vwBUwma/w==</latexit>

“no” if DoS is not possible

<latexit sha1_base64="zxCWLAOryC4vufIZsudFQW9R6VI=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFtEJlqhKEgLESDIxF0IfURq3jOq3VJI7sG0QUdWbhV1gYQIiVL2Djb3DbDNByJEtH59yH73EjnyuwrG8jt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t75i7ew0lYklZnQpfyJZLFPN5yOrAwWetSDISuD5ruqPLid+8Z1JxEd5BEjEnIIOQe5wS0FLXPOwAe4C010uYKpcx9/CVuMVc4UgoxfWUcdcsWRVrCrxI7IyUUIZa1/zq9AWNAxYC9YlSbduKwEmJBE71vEInViwidEQGrK1pSAKmnHR6yhgfaaWPPSH1CwFP1d8dKQmUSgJXVwYEhmrem4j/ee0YvAsn5WEUAwvpbJEX+xgEnuSC+1wyCn6iCaGS679iOiSSUNDpFXQI9vzJi6RxUrHPKtbNaalazOLIowNURMfIRueoiq5RDdURRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY9Zac7IevbRHxifP0NwmeQ=</latexit>

“yes” if DoS is possible

<latexit sha1_base64="I0alQh/y4eIFsVpV/tRiQidJhfQ=">AAACDXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC/E16tJNAxpckRlj1CWJLlxilEcCBDqlAw0z7aS9YyQTfsCNv+LGhca4de/Ov7HALBQ8SZOTc+6j93hRwDU4zreVWVpeWV3Lruc2Nre2d+zdvZqWsaKsSmUgVcMjmgVcsCpwCFgjUoyEXsDq3vBy4tfvmdJcijsYRawdkr7gPqcEjNSxD1vAHiDpdoUsFjH38ZW8xVxjIQFHUmtuBo07dsEpOVPgReKmpIBSVDr2V6snaRwyATQgWjddJ4J2QhRwaublWrFmEaFD0mdNQwUJmW4n02vG+MgoPexLZZ4APFV/dyQk1HoUeqYyJDDQ895E/M9rxuBftBMuohiYoLNFfhxgkHgSDe5xxSgEI0MIVdz8FdMBUYSCCTBnQnDnT14ktZOSe1Zybk4L5XwaRxYdoDw6Ri46R2V0jSqoiih6RM/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zEozVtqzj/7A+vwBUwma/w==</latexit>

“no” if DoS is not possible

<latexit sha1_base64="YZw965g6NkUwHUb04OQxVNK/NOM=">AAACAnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqCtxM7QIrkoiRV0W3Oiugn1AE8pkOmmHTh7M3IglBDf+ihsXirj1K9z5N07aLLT1wMDhnHuZe44XC67Asr6N0srq2vpGebOytb2zu2fuH3RUlEjK2jQSkex5RDHBQ9YGDoL1YslI4AnW9SZXud+9Z1LxKLyDaczcgIxC7nNKQEsD88gB9gDpTRgngDMnIDD2JZmk3Wxg1qy6NQNeJnZBaqhAa2B+OcOIJgELgQqiVN+2YnBTIoFTwbKKkygWEzohI9bXNCQBU246i5DhE60MsR9J/ULAM/X3RkoCpaaBpyfzG9Wil4v/ef0E/Es35Xk+FtL5R34iMEQ47wMPuWQUxFQTQiXXt2I6JpJQ0K1VdAn2YuRl0jmr2+f1xm2j1qwWdZTRMaqiU2SjC9RE16iF2oiiR/SMXtGb8WS8GO/Gx3y0ZBQ7h+gPjM8fIfeX0A==</latexit>

Input W

<latexit sha1_base64="wPnQK71NtDTGPqBEGApkV1Gv0MI=">AAACE3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4sgIiWRoi4LblxWsA9pQ5lMJ+3QyYOZG7GE/IMbf8WNC0XcunHn3zhpg2jrgYEz597LPfe4keAKLOvLKCwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvm7l5LhbGkrElDEcqOSxQTPGBN4CBYJ5KM+K5gbXd8mdXbd0wqHgY3MImY45NhwD1OCWipbx73gN1D0iCS+Ax0I057PoERJSLppCf453Ob9s2KVbWmwIvEzkkF5Wj0zc/eIKSxzwKggijVta0InIRI4FSwtNSLFYsIHZMh62oaaAfKSaY3pfhQKwPshVK/APBU/T2REF+pie/qzsyimq9l4n+1bgzehZPwIIqBBXS2yIsFhhBnAeEBl4yCmGhCqOTaK6YjHQ/N0inpEOz5kxdJ67Rqn1Vr17VKvZzHUUQHqIyOkI3OUR1doQZqIooe0BN6Qa/Go/FsvBnvs9aCkc/soz8wPr4BKgee3g==</latexit>

Parameters X , Y

<latexit sha1_base64="882qo8zwMu22XBzAPrBgNzjsORU=">AAAB8HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlAjHxRHYNUY8kXjhiIg8DGzI7DDBhdnYz02skG77CiweN8ernePNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSyFQdf9dnIbm1vbO/ndwt7+weFR8fikZaJEM95kkYx0J6CGS6F4EwVK3ok1p2EgeTuY3M799iPXRkTqHqcx90M6UmIoGEUrPfSQP2Fab8z6xbJbcRcg68TLSBkyNPrFr94gYknIFTJJjel6box+SjUKJvms0EsMjymb0BHvWqpoyI2fLg6ekXOrDMgw0rYUkoX6eyKloTHTMLCdIcWxWfXm4n9eN8HhjZ8KFSfIFVsuGiaSYETm35OB0JyhnFpCmRb2VsLGVFOGNqOCDcFbfXmdtC4r3lWlelct10pZHHk4gxJcgAfXUIM6NKAJDEJ4hld4c7Tz4rw7H8vWnJPNnMIfOJ8/+ICQbg==</latexit>

HP

Fig. 3. Information processing hardware platform for the algorithmic detec-
tion of DoS attacks. It gets the parameters X , Y , and the AVC W as inputs
and then computes whether or not a DoS attack is possible. At this point, the
hardware platform is not further specified and can be either digital, i.e., given
by a Turing machine, or, for example, neuromorphic which would then lead
to a BSS machine.

Theorem 2 ([26]). For an AVC under the maximum error
criterion, we have for the capacity Cmax(W) > 0 if and only
if there exists x, x̂ ∈ X with

I(W, x) ∩ I(W, x̂) = ∅ (1)

where

I(W, x) =
{
p ∈ P(Y) :∃q ∈ P(S)

s.t. p(y) =
∑
s∈S

W (y|x, s)q(s)
}
.

(2)

Similarly as above, we denote the set of all channels for
which a DoS attack is possible byMDoS and we see thatMDoS
can be characterized with the help of (1) and (2). Thus, also
in this case, we can analytically immediately decide whether
or not a DoS attack is possible.

B. Problem Formulation

The previous discussion and results show that it can ana-
lytically be decided whether or not DoS attacks are possible.
The question is now whether or not such DoS attacks can
also be detected algorithmically, i.e., on a suitable information
processing hardware platform as visualized in Fig. 3 and with
the help of digital twins as initially motivated in Fig. 1. This
leads to the following question.

Question: Is there an information processing hardware
platform that takes the channel and its parameters as
inputs and then algorithmically decides whether or not
a DoS attack is possible?

We emphasize that this question has been posed in a
very general form in the sense that the underlying hardware
platform has not been specified so far. To date, practical
information processing hardware platforms are digital includ-
ing digital signal processing (DSP), field gate programmable
array (FPGA) platforms, and even current supercomputers. As
Turing machines provide the fundamental performance limits
for today’s digital information processing hardware platforms,
they are therefore the ideal concept to study whether or not
DoS attacks can be detected on digital hardware platforms in
general.

The algorithmic detection of DoS attacks on Turing ma-
chines has been studied in detail in [19]. Unfortunately, the
following negative answer has been obtained.

Decision Making  
for DoS Detection

Digital Computing Platform

Physical Network

Digital Twin of Physical Network

Digital Twin of Attack Strategy Space

Fig. 4. In addition to the digital twin of the physical network, a second digital
twin is employed that provides a digital description of the attack strategy space
in addition to the description of the physical network. Both are then used for
the detection of DoS attacks.

Theorem 3 ([19]). Let X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alpha-
bets. Then there is no Turing machine that can detect a DoS
attack. This result holds for both cases of jammers with partial
and full knowledge.

This shows that the detection of DoS attacks remains
impossible with the hardware technology that is used to
date in communication systems. In addition, this also shows
the fundamental limitations of digital twins for such tasks.
Note that this includes even the more general case where a
second digital twin is employed that further provides a suitable
characterization of the attacker’s strategy space as visualized
in Fig. 4.

This and the industry’s progress in the development of neu-
romorphic processors stimulate the question of how powerful
the information processing hardware and corresponding twins
must be to enable such a DoS detection. To account for this,
we consider in the following a more general computation
model based on BSS machines that allows the processing
and storage of arbitrary real numbers. We will show that
such BSS machines and therewith corresponding neuromor-
phic twins will always enable the detection of DoS attacks.
A detailed description of such neuromorphic twins will be
given in Section IV, but the crucial part is the following:
We map the complete problem of DoS detection from the
physical system into neuromorphic information and neuromor-
phic computing hardware. This includes the description of the
physical network into corresponding neuromorphic ones, i.e.,
a neuromorphic twin and neuromorphic computing.

III. BSS MACHINES AND SEMIALGEBRAIC SETS

Here we introduce and discuss BSS machines and semial-
gebraic sets. These concepts will be needed subsequently.

A. Blum-Shub-Smale Machines

The BSS machine has been introduced by Blum, Shub, and
Smale in 1989 [20]. This concept is a suitable candidate of
a general computing model that reflects the implicit assump-
tions on the computability of capacity expressions. The BSS
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machine can store arbitrary real numbers, can compute all
field operations on R, i.e., “+” and “·”, and can compare real
numbers according to the relations “<”, “>”, and “=”.

At the top level, a BSS machine is similar to a Turing
machine in the sense that it operates on an infinite strip of tape
according to a so-called program. This is a finite directed graph
with five types of nodes associated with different operations:
input node, computation node, branch node, shift node, and
output node. For a detailed introduction and description of
BSS machines and programs running on BSS machines, we
refer the reader to [27, 28] and references therein.

Definition 3. BSS-computable functions are input-output maps
Φ of the BSS machine B, i.e., for every input x, the output
ΦB(x) is defined if the ouput is reachable by the program of
the BSS machine B.

In the sequel, we will further need the concepts of BSS-
decidability and BSS-semidecidability which are defined next.

Definition 4. A set A ⊂ RN is BSS-decidable if there is a
BSS machine BSSA such that for all x ∈ RN we have
BSSA(x) = χA(x), i.e., the characteristic function χA of
the set A is BSS-computable.

Definition 5. A set A ⊂ RN is BSS-semidecidable if there is
a BSS machine BSSA with only one output (halting) state
and that stops for input x ∈ RN if and only if x ∈ A.

Some remarks are in order:
1) A set A is BSS-semidecidable if and only if there is a

BSS machine that has only one halting state and that
accepts only x ∈ A.

2) A set A is BSS-decidable if and only if A and Ac are
both BSS-semidecidable.

B. Semialgebraic Sets

We further need the concept of semialgebraic sets which is
briefly introduced. For a detailed introduction and discussion,
we refer the reader to [29] and [30]. Next, we follow [31] and
define the class of semialgebraic sets as follows.

Definition 6. The class of semialgebraic sets in Rn is the
smallest class of subsets of Rn that contains all sets {x ∈
Rn : p(x) > 0} with real polynomials p : Rn → R and that
is further closed under finite intersection and union as well as
complement.

It follows from the Tarski-Seidenberg Theorem [32, 33]
that semialgebraic sets are closed under projection, i.e., if
P : Rn → Rm is a projection map and C ⊂ Rn a
semialgebraic set, then P(C) ⊂ Rm is also a semialgebraic
set. Further, the interior Co, closure C, and therewith also
the border ∂C = C\Co of a semialgebraic set C are also
semialgebraic sets.

It follows that a formula Ψ involving polynomials with
logical operations “∧”, “∨”, “¬” and quantifiers “∀”, “∃” is
a semialgebraic set as well, cf. for example [34]. Taski found
an algorithm that takes a semialgebraic set C and a formula
Ψ as above as inputs and transforms it into a semialgebraic
set without quantifiers in R3. This allows us to eliminate all

quantifiers in semialgebraic sets algorithmically. Subsequently,
the complexity of this elimination process has been reduced
significantly compared to the proposed algorithm by Tarski, cf.
[34] and references therein. However, for many applications
in information theory it still remains to high.

IV. BSS-DETECTABILITY OF DOS ATTACKS

In this section we study the detectability of DoS attacks
with the help of BSS machines and therewith the capabilities
of neuromorphic twins for such tasks.

A. Jammer with Partial Knowledge

Here, we show that BSS machines can detect DoS attacks
performed by jammers with partial knowledge. For this pur-
pose, we need the following result which is also of interest
on its own. We will construct a simple BSS-computable
(linear) bijective function that maps the set CH(X ,S;Y)
to a subset in R|X ||S||Y|. The inverse function will also
be BSS-computable. Of particular interest will be image of
CH(X ,S;Y) in R|X ||S||Y| which is characterized next.

Theorem 4. Let X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alphabets.
Then the sets MDoS and Mc

DoS are semialgebraic sets.

Proof: The aim is to construct a bijective function t :
CH(X ,S;Y) → R|X ||S||Y| with t maps W to t(W ). For the
computability, the same is required for the inverse function.

We map every channel W ∈ CH(X ,S;Y) to a vector t ∈
R|X ||S||Y| as follows:

t =



t1,1,
...

t1,|S|
t2,1

...
t|X |,|S|


with tk,l =

 tk,l(1)
...

tk,l(|Y|)

=

 W (1|k, l)
...

W (|Y||k, l)



(3)

with 1 ≤ k ≤ |X | and 1 ≤ l ≤ |S|. Let TCH ⊂ R|X ||S||Y| be
the set of all vectors t with

tk,l(r) ≥ 0 1 ≤ r ≤ |Y|, 1 ≤ k ≤ |X |, 1 ≤ l ≤ |S|, (4)

and

|Y|∑
r=1

tk,l(r) = 1 1 ≤ k ≤ |X |, 1 ≤ l ≤ |S|. (5)

This defines a bijective mapping between CH(X ,S;Y) and
TCH ⊂ R|X ||S||Y|. The inequalities (4) and equations (5) are
polynomials so that TCH ⊂ R|X ||S||Y| is a semialgebraic set.

Similarly, we map every channel U ∈ CH(X ;S) to a
vector u ∈ R|S||X |. We follow the same line of thinking as
above and obtain then a bijective mapping between CH(X ;S)
and UCH ⊂ R|S||X |. Likewise, the set UCH ⊂ R|X ||S| is a
semialgebraic set.
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Now, we consider the pairs of vectors (t,u) ∈ R|X ||S||Y|×
R|S||X | and the corresponding set TCH ×UCH is then a semi-
algebraic set in R|X ||S||Y|×R|S||X |. We define the polynomial
P with

P (t,u) =

|X |∑
k1,k2=1

|Y|∑
r=1

[ |S|∑
l=1

tk1,l(r)uk2(l)

−
|S|∑
l=1

tk2,l(r)uk1(l)

]2 (6)

and consider the set

N =
{
(t,u) ∈ R|X ||S||Y| × R|S||X | : P (t,u) = 0

}
.

Then the intersection

N ∩ TCH ∩ UCH
is a semialgebraic set since it is a finite intersection of
semialgebraic sets. For a pair of vectors (t∗,u∗) we have
(t∗,u∗) ∈ N ∩ TCH ∩ UCH if and only if P (t∗,u∗) = 0
and t∗ ∈ TCH, u∗ ∈ UCH. With W∗ being the corresponding
channel to t∗ and U∗ being the corresponding channel to u∗,
it holds for all x, x′ ∈ X∑

y∈Y

[∑
s∈S

W∗(y|s, x)U∗(s|x′)
]

=
∑
y∈Y

[∑
s∈S

W∗(y|s, x′)U∗(s|x)
]

which means that we have W∗ ∈MDoS.
Reversely, every channel W ∈ MDoS with corresponding

symmetrizing channel U belongs to the set N ∩ TCH ∩ UCH
via the mapping to t and u.

We now consider the set

TDoS =
{
t : ∃u ∈ R|S||X | s.t. (t,u) ∈ N ∩ TCH ∩ UCH

}
.

The algorithm of Tarski, cf. Section III-B, can now be used to
eliminate the existence quantifier algorithmically, i.e., also the
set TDoS ⊂ R|X ||S||Y| is a semialgebraic set. Then there exist
polynomials P1, ..., PM , Q1, ..., QI with

TDoS =
{
t : Pm(t) = 0, 1 ≤ m ≤M

and Qi(t) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ I
}
.

Now, we have W ∈ MDoS ⇔ t(W ) ∈ TDoS which shows
that MDoS is a semialgebraic set proving the first part of the
theorem.

Now, we move on to the second part. The polynomi-
als P1, ..., PM , Q1, ..., QI from TDoS can be computed from
N ∩ TCH ∩ UCH by using the algorithm of Tarski. We define
the set

Pos =
{
(t,u) ∈ R|X ||S||Y| × RS||X | : P (t,u) 6= 0

}
.

From the definitions it is clear that this set can actually be
expressed as

Pos =
{
(t,u) ∈ R|X ||S||Y| × RS||X | : P (t,u) > 0

}
.

Decision Making  
for DoS Detection

Neuromorphic Computing Platform

Physical Network

Neuromorphic Twin
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(TCH, UCH, P )

Fig. 5. A neuromorphic twin of the form (TCH,UCH, P ) that provides
a suitable description of the physical network which is then used for the
detection of DoS attacks. Note that this structure differs to the one of the
digital twin.

Obviously, this set is also a semialgebraic set and so is the
intersection Pos∩TCH∩UCH. We have (t,u) ∈ Pos∩TCH∩UCH
if and only if for corresponding channels W ∈ CH(X ,S;Y)
and U ∈ CH(X ;S) it holds∑

x,x′∈X

∑
y∈Y

[∑
s∈S

W (y|s, x)U(s|x′)

−
∑
s∈S

W (y|s, x′)U(s|x)
]2
> 0.

This yields the set

TnoDoS =
{
t : ∀u ∈ R|S||X |

it holds (t,u) ∈ Pos ∩ TCH ∩ UCH
}
.

From the algorithm of Tarski it follows that all quantifiers can
algorithmically be eliminated. As a consequence, TnoDoS is a
semialgebraic set and we have W ∈ Mc

DoS if and only if
t ∈ TnoDoS. This completes the sketch of proof.

Remark 1. In the proof of Theorem 4, we provide an “encod-
ing” of the physical network into a neuromorphic twin, i.e., a
neuromorphic description of the actual communication system.
This is provided by (3)-(5). The basis for the corresponding
computing problem is then given by (3)-(5) together with
(6). The corresponding neuromorphic twin together with the
neuromorphic computing hardware is visualized in Fig. 5.

Now we are in the position to prove the main result which is
the detectability of DoS attacks on BSS machines. This shows
that the detection task is indeed solvable on neuromorphic
computing hardware which provides a positive answer to the
question posed above.

Theorem 5. Let X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alphabets.
Then there exists a BSS machine B : CH(X ,S;Y) →
{“yes”, “no”} that outputs B(W) = “yes” if and only if
W ∈MDoS, i.e., the problem of detecting DoS attacks is BSS-
decidable.

Sketch of Proof: A setM is a set of all accepted inputs of
a BSS machine if and only if it can be expressed as a countable
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union of semialgebraic sets, cf. [20, 27, 28]. Note that we want
to satisfy a very strong requirement on the detectability: We
consider only such BSS machines that always stop for all
possible inputs. Such a BSS machine has then two possible
outputs: Either the channel (obtained as input) is in the setM
or not.

From Theorem 4 we know that both MDoS and Mc
DoS are

semialgebraic sets. As a consequence, there exists two BSS
machines B1 and B2 with: B1 accepts exactly all channels
W with W ∈ MDoS and B2 accepts exactly all channels W
with W ∈Mc

DoS.
Now, we can construct a BSS machine B∗ as follows: With

W ∈ CH(X ,S;Y) as input, we start both BSS machines B1

and B2 in parallel. We know that one of both BSS machines
must stop. If B1 stops, then we set B∗(W) = “yes”. If B2

stops, then we set B∗(W) = “no”. This provides a BSS
machine that solves the desired decision task which completes
the proof.

B. Jammer with Full Knowledge

Next, we establish the same results for the case of jammers
with full knowledge.

Theorem 6. Let X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alphabets.
Then the sets MDoS and Mc

DoS are semialgebraic sets.

Sketch of Proof: We use the same function t :
CH(X ,S;Y) → R|X ||S||Y| as defined in the proof of The-
orem 4. We further define the function u as follows: For
1 ≤ k ≤ |X |, 1 ≤ l ≤ |X |, and Pk,l ∈ P(S) arbitrary,
we define

u =



u1,1

...
u1,|X |
u2,1

...
u|X |,|X |


∈ R|S||X |

2

with

uk,l =

 Pk,l(1)
...

Pk,l(|S|)

 ∈ R|S|.

We set

T CH =
{
u : uk,l(r) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ r ≤ |S|, 1 ≤ k, l ≤ |X |

and
|S|∑
r=1

uk,l(r) = 1, 1 ≤ k, l ≤ |X |
}

and observe that T CH ⊂ R|S||X |2 is a semialgebraic set. We
further define the polynomial

P (t,u) =

|X |∑
k1,k2=1

|Y|∑
r=1

[ |S|∑
l=1

tk1,l(r)uk1,k2(l)

−
|S|∑
l=1

tk2,l(r)uk1,k2(l)

]2

Channel

Xn

Y n

M

M̂

Jammer
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<latexit sha1_base64="9srKqQTQ5mxT47rZr+f63etgjHo=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL0uL4KkkIuix4MVjpfYD2lg220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrWbzUQ7KVbfmLkTWwcuhCrkag/JXfxizNEJpmKBa9zw3MX5GleFM4KzUTzUmlE3oCHsWJY1Q+9li1Rk5t86QhLGyTxqycH9PZDTSehoFtjOiZqxXa3Pzv1ovNeGNn3GZpAYlW34UpoKYmMzvJkOukBkxtUCZ4nZXwsZUUWZsOiUbgrd68jq0L2ue5furar2Sx1GEM6jABXhwDXW4gwa0gMEInuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteDkM6fwR87nDySjjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9srKqQTQ5mxT47rZr+f63etgjHo=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL0uL4KkkIuix4MVjpfYD2lg220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrWbzUQ7KVbfmLkTWwcuhCrkag/JXfxizNEJpmKBa9zw3MX5GleFM4KzUTzUmlE3oCHsWJY1Q+9li1Rk5t86QhLGyTxqycH9PZDTSehoFtjOiZqxXa3Pzv1ovNeGNn3GZpAYlW34UpoKYmMzvJkOukBkxtUCZ4nZXwsZUUWZsOiUbgrd68jq0L2ue5furar2Sx1GEM6jABXhwDXW4gwa0gMEInuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteDkM6fwR87nDySjjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9srKqQTQ5mxT47rZr+f63etgjHo=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL0uL4KkkIuix4MVjpfYD2lg220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrWbzUQ7KVbfmLkTWwcuhCrkag/JXfxizNEJpmKBa9zw3MX5GleFM4KzUTzUmlE3oCHsWJY1Q+9li1Rk5t86QhLGyTxqycH9PZDTSehoFtjOiZqxXa3Pzv1ovNeGNn3GZpAYlW34UpoKYmMzvJkOukBkxtUCZ4nZXwsZUUWZsOiUbgrd68jq0L2ue5furar2Sx1GEM6jABXhwDXW4gwa0gMEInuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteDkM6fwR87nDySjjZc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9srKqQTQ5mxT47rZr+f63etgjHo=">AAAB6nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL0uL4KkkIuix4MVjpfYD2lg220m7dLMJuxuhhP4ELx4U8eov8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjrWbzUQ7KVbfmLkTWwcuhCrkag/JXfxizNEJpmKBa9zw3MX5GleFM4KzUTzUmlE3oCHsWJY1Q+9li1Rk5t86QhLGyTxqycH9PZDTSehoFtjOiZqxXa3Pzv1ovNeGNn3GZpAYlW34UpoKYmMzvJkOukBkxtUCZ4nZXwsZUUWZsOiUbgrd68jq0L2ue5furar2Sx1GEM6jABXhwDXW4gwa0gMEInuEV3hzhvDjvzseyteDkM6fwR87nDySjjZc=</latexit>

Wn(yn|xn, sn)
<latexit sha1_base64="7QBDWCJOJD0v8QnmUcS+KrQJ/V4=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/oh69BItQQUpSBT0WvHisYD+gTcpmu2mXbjZhd1MMsf/EiwdFvPpPvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82NGpbLtb6Owtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0fmIdHLRklApMmjlgkOj6ShFFOmooqRjqxICj0GWn749uZ354QIWnEH1QaEzdEQ04DipHSUt802x6vpB5/evT4hfT4ed8s21V7DmuVODkpQ45G3/zqDSKchIQrzJCUXceOlZshoShmZFrqJZLECI/RkHQ15Sgk0s3ml0+tM60MrCASuriy5urviQyFUqahrztDpEZy2ZuJ/3ndRAU3bkZ5nCjC8WJRkDBLRdYsBmtABcGKpZogLKi+1cIjJBBWOqySDsFZfnmVtGpV57Jau78q10/zOIpwAqdQAQeuoQ530IAmYJjAM7zCm5EZL8a78bFoLRj5zDH8gfH5A+VjkxM=</latexit>

Dec �
<latexit sha1_base64="+PO1aa6avxCwzSG/gEt0JUPC9AI=">AAAB+HicbVDLSgNBEJz1GeMjqx69DAmCp7AbBT0G9OAxgnlAsoTZSW8yZPbBTK8Yl3yJFw+KePVTvPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXeXn0ih0XG+rbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/6BkHx61dJwqDk0ey1h1fKZBigiaKFBCJ1HAQl9C2x9fz/z2Aygt4ugeJwl4IRtGIhCcoZH6dqmH8IjZDXA67SUj0bcrTtWZg64SNycVkqPRt796g5inIUTIJdO66zoJehlTKLiEabGXakgYH7MhdA2NWAjay+aHT+mpUQY0iJWpCOlc/T2RsVDrSeibzpDhSC97M/E/r5ticOVlIkpShIgvFgWppBjTWQp0IBRwlBNDGFfC3Er5iCnG0WRVNCG4yy+vklat6p5Xa3cXlXo5j6NATkiZnBGXXJI6uSUN0iScpOSZvJI368l6sd6tj0XrmpXPHJM/sD5/ALnnkwc=</latexit>

Enc E
<latexit sha1_base64="KS7KkC+1Gf8XauBmXoRkZYZ7BXQ=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9iNgh4DEvAYwTwgWcLspDcZMju7zPSKYclvePGgiFd/xpt/4+Rx0MSChqKqm+6uIJHCoOt+O7mNza3tnfxuYW//4PCoeHzSMnGqOTR5LGPdCZgBKRQ0UaCETqKBRYGEdjC+nfntR9BGxOoBJwn4ERsqEQrO0Eq9HsITZnXF6bTeL5bdijsHXSfekpTJEo1+8as3iHkagUIumTFdz03Qz5hGwSVMC73UQML4mA2ha6liERg/m988pedWGdAw1rYU0rn6eyJjkTGTKLCdEcORWfVm4n9eN8Xwxs+ESlIExReLwlRSjOksADoQGjjKiSWMa2FvpXzENONoYyrYELzVl9dJq1rxLivV+6tyrbSMI0/OSIlcEI9ckxq5Iw3SJJwk5Jm8kjcndV6cd+dj0ZpzljOn5A+czx/J15Fq</latexit>

Alice
<latexit sha1_base64="PWf99zPbVwzSEIaSIeSeQfeFkLM=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZWkRPJVEBD1WvHisYD+gCWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsG6ZSGHTdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt02SaQ4tnshEd0NmQAoFLRQooZtqYHEooROOb2f1ziNoIxL1gJMUgpgNlYgEZ2gt30d4wvxGCg7TfqXm1t256Cp4BdRIoWa/8uUPEp7FoJBLZkzPc1MMcqZRcAnTsp8ZSBkfsyH0LCoWgwny+c1TemadAY0SbZ9COnd/T+QsNmYSh7YzZjgyy7WZ+V+tl2F0HeRCpRmC4otFUSYpJnQWAB0IDRzlxALjWthbKR8xzTjamMo2BG/5y6vQvqh7lu8va41qEUeJnJIqOSceuSINckeapEU4SckzeSVvTua8OO/Ox6J1zSlmTsgfOZ8/XwqRyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PWf99zPbVwzSEIaSIeSeQfeFkLM=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZWkRPJVEBD1WvHisYD+gCWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsG6ZSGHTdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt02SaQ4tnshEd0NmQAoFLRQooZtqYHEooROOb2f1ziNoIxL1gJMUgpgNlYgEZ2gt30d4wvxGCg7TfqXm1t256Cp4BdRIoWa/8uUPEp7FoJBLZkzPc1MMcqZRcAnTsp8ZSBkfsyH0LCoWgwny+c1TemadAY0SbZ9COnd/T+QsNmYSh7YzZjgyy7WZ+V+tl2F0HeRCpRmC4otFUSYpJnQWAB0IDRzlxALjWthbKR8xzTjamMo2BG/5y6vQvqh7lu8va41qEUeJnJIqOSceuSINckeapEU4SckzeSVvTua8OO/Ox6J1zSlmTsgfOZ8/XwqRyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PWf99zPbVwzSEIaSIeSeQfeFkLM=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZWkRPJVEBD1WvHisYD+gCWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsG6ZSGHTdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt02SaQ4tnshEd0NmQAoFLRQooZtqYHEooROOb2f1ziNoIxL1gJMUgpgNlYgEZ2gt30d4wvxGCg7TfqXm1t256Cp4BdRIoWa/8uUPEp7FoJBLZkzPc1MMcqZRcAnTsp8ZSBkfsyH0LCoWgwny+c1TemadAY0SbZ9COnd/T+QsNmYSh7YzZjgyy7WZ+V+tl2F0HeRCpRmC4otFUSYpJnQWAB0IDRzlxALjWthbKR8xzTjamMo2BG/5y6vQvqh7lu8va41qEUeJnJIqOSceuSINckeapEU4SckzeSVvTua8OO/Ox6J1zSlmTsgfOZ8/XwqRyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="PWf99zPbVwzSEIaSIeSeQfeFkLM=">AAAB83icbZBNS8NAEIY3ftb6VfXoZWkRPJVEBD1WvHisYD+gCWWznbRLN5uwOxFL6N/w4kERr/4Zb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M8zsG6ZSGHTdb2dtfWNza7u0U97d2z84rBwdt02SaQ4tnshEd0NmQAoFLRQooZtqYHEooROOb2f1ziNoIxL1gJMUgpgNlYgEZ2gt30d4wvxGCg7TfqXm1t256Cp4BdRIoWa/8uUPEp7FoJBLZkzPc1MMcqZRcAnTsp8ZSBkfsyH0LCoWgwny+c1TemadAY0SbZ9COnd/T+QsNmYSh7YzZjgyy7WZ+V+tl2F0HeRCpRmC4otFUSYpJnQWAB0IDRzlxALjWthbKR8xzTjamMo2BG/5y6vQvqh7lu8va41qEUeJnJIqOSceuSINckeapEU4SckzeSVvTua8OO/Ox6J1zSlmTsgfOZ8/XwqRyQ==</latexit>

E,�
<latexit sha1_base64="a+12F6+lrnKuzQcO3+O6bu35Pc4=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvoUXwIGW3CnosiOCxgv2AdinZNNuGJtmQZIWy9Ed48aCIV3+PN/+NabsHbX0w8Hhvhpl5keLMWN//9tbWNza3tgs7xd29/YPD0tFxyySpJrRJEp7oToQN5UzSpmWW047SFIuI03Y0vp357SeqDUvko50oGgo8lCxmBFsnte8uUE+NWL9U8av+HGiVBDmpQI5Gv/TVGyQkFVRawrEx3cBXNsywtoxwOi32UkMVJmM8pF1HJRbUhNn83Ck6c8oAxYl2JS2aq78nMiyMmYjIdQpsR2bZm4n/ed3UxjdhxqRKLZVksShOObIJmv2OBkxTYvnEEUw0c7ciMsIaE+sSKroQguWXV0mrVg0uq7WHq0q9nMdRgFMowzkEcA11uIcGNIHAGJ7hFd485b14797HonXNy2dO4A+8zx9Yx47S</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vvXlHL7pCZqA6gzLJGBSGzKWARw=">AAAB7nicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2Q4JgFXYlqGXAxsIignlAsoTZ2ZtkyOzsMjMrhCUfYWOhiK3fY+ffOEm20MQDA4dzzmXuPUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSVvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk9u533lCpXksH800QT+iI8mHnFFjpU7/3kZDOihX3Zq7AFknXk6qkKM5KH/1w5ilEUrDBNW657mJ8TOqDGcCZ6V+qjGhbEJH2LNU0gi1ny3WnZFzq4RkGCv7pCEL9fdERiOtp1FgkxE1Y73qzcX/vF5qhjd+xmWSGpRs+dEwFcTEZH47CblCZsTUEsoUt7sSNqaKMmMbKtkSvNWT10n7suZd1eoP9WqjktdRhDOowAV4cA0NuIMmtIDBBJ7hFd6cxHlx3p2PZbTg5DOn8AfO5w8E849G</latexit>

⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="l14U5WseodthppkoXeTkLt8j28A=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9ehgTBU9gVUY8BD3qMYB6QLKF3MpuMmccyMyuEJf/gxYMiXv0fb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1090VJZwZ6/vfXmFtfWNzq7hd2tnd2z8oHx61jEo1oU2iuNKdCAzlTNKmZZbTTqIpiIjTdjS+mfntJ6oNU/LBThIaChhKFjMC1kmt3i0IAf1y1a/5c+BVEuSkinI0+uWv3kCRVFBpCQdjuoGf2DADbRnhdFrqpYYmQMYwpF1HJQhqwmx+7RSfOmWAY6VdSYvn6u+JDIQxExG5TgF2ZJa9mfif101tfB1mTCappZIsFsUpx1bh2et4wDQllk8cAaKZuxWTEWgg1gVUciEEyy+vktZ5LbisXdxfVOuVPI4iOkEVdIYCdIXq6A41UBMR9Iie0St685T34r17H4vWgpfPHKM/8D5/AE85jt4=</latexit>

�

Fig. 6. Communication system with an active adversary subject to state and
input constraints. The Jammer is limited to those jamming sequences that
satisfy the state constraint Λ. Similarly, the transmitter can only use such
codewords that satisfy the input constraint Γ .

for (t,u) ∈ R|X ||S||Y| × R|S||X |2 . With this polynomial and
the set T CH we can follow the derivation in the proof of
Theorem 4 to show the desired result. The details are omitted
for brevity.

Theorem 7. Let ]X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alphabets.
Then there exists a BSS machine B : CH(X ,S;Y) →
{“yes”, “no”} that outputs B(W) = “yes” if and only if
W ∈MDoS, i.e., the problem of detecting DoS attacks is BSS-
decidable.

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 5
where we now have to use Theorem 6. The details are omitted
for brevity.

V. STATE AND INPUT CONSTRAINTS

From a practical point of view, it is important to take
constraints on the admissible jamming and input sequences
into account as visualized in Fig. 6. A jamming sequence
transmitted by an adversary will always be subject to a power
constraint. The same applies to the legitimate transmitter,
where admissible input sequences are also limited by a corre-
sponding transmit power constraint.

We will first consider the case where only the jamming
sequences are limited by a power constraint. Subsequently,
we will generalize this by also taking constraints on the input
sequences into account.

A. State Constraints

Here, we consider the case of state constraints for the
jamming sequences of the adversary. We follow [24, 35] and
introduce the state constraints as follows. For state sequence
sn = (s1, ..., sn) we define the cost function

l(sn) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

l(si)

and assume as in [35] that mins∈S l(s) = 0. If we have Λ ≥
maxs∈S l(s) for a given state constraint Λ > 0, then the state
constraint is inactive. For what follows, we need the definition
of a type.

Definition 7. The type of a sequence sn = (s1, s2, ..., sn) ∈
Sn of length n is a distribution P ∈ P(S) defined by
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p(a) := 1
nN(a|sn) for every a ∈ S , where N(a|sn) denotes

the number of indices i such that si = a, i = 1, ..., n.

Let p ∈ P(X ) be fixed but arbitrary and not necessarily
a type. Let Λ be the power constraint of the jammer. For
W ∈ CH(X ,S;Y) let U(W ) be the set of all matrices that
symmetrize the channel (assuming that this set is non-empty).

If for a type P , we have

Λ0(P ) = min
U∈U(W )

∑
x∈X

∑
s∈S

P (x)U(s|x)l(s) < Λ, (7)

then the adversary is able to symmetrize the channel as the
costs Λ0 are less than the state constraint Λ. As a consequence,
there exists no code with positive rate and a DoS attack is
possible in this case. We denote the set of channels W ∈
CH(X ,S;Y) such that (7) is satisfied by M<

sym(P,Λ), where
this set is defined for general P ∈ P(X ) and not necessarily
types only. Similarly, M≤sym(P,Λ) is the corresponding set of
channels where (7) is satisfied with ≤ Λ.

On the other hand, if for a type P , we have

Λ0(P ) = min
U∈U(W )

∑
x∈X

∑
s∈S

P (x)U(s|x)l(s) > Λ, (8)

then a code with positive rate exists, cf. [24], and a DoS attack
is not possible. Intuitively, this is the case because the costs
Λ0 for symmetrizing the channel would exceed the available
cost budget Λ.

Note that the remaining case of equality, i.e., for Λ0(P ) =
Λ, remains open. We have the following result.

Theorem 8. Let X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alphabets.
Further, let P ∈ P(X ) and Λ > 0 be arbitrary but fixed.
Then the setsM<

sym(P,Λ) and M≤sym(P,Λ) are semialgebraic
sets.

Proof: It is sufficient to show the result for M<
sym(P,Λ).

The other case M≤sym(P,Λ) can be proven in the same way.
The proof heavily relies on the proof of Theorem 4 and we
will, accordingly, point out the modifications.

We use the same vector t ∈ R|X ||S||Y| as in Theorem 4,
which defines the set TCH(P,Λ). Similarly, also use u ∈
R|S||X | and define one new inequality for u to account for
the state constraints as follows:

|X |∑
k=1

|S|∑
r=1

P (k)uk(r)l(r) < Λ. (9)

This inequality (9) is linear in u and, therewith, defines a
semialgebraic set. With this, the rest of the proof follows as
in Theorem 4 and is omitted for brevity.

With this, we immediately obtain the following result.

Theorem 9. Let X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alphabets.
Further, let P ∈ P(X ) and Λ > 0 be arbitrary but fixed. Then
the setsM<

sym(P,Λ) andM≤sym(P,Λ) are both BSS-decidable.

Proof: With Theorem 8, the proof follows as in Theo-
rem 5 and is omitted for brevity.

Some discussion is in order.

1) These results do not provide a complete characterization
of DoS attacks, since it is not clear, what happens in the
case of equality in (7).

2) If P ∈ P(X ) is a type and fixed, condition (7) is
sufficient for a DoS attack being possible. Note that the
code needs to have the property that all codewords must
be of type P . Note that this is only sufficient but not
necessary, since it could be the case that there is another
type P̂ ∈ P(X ) for which a DoS is not possible.

3) Condition (8) is sufficient for a DoS attack not being
possible if P ∈ P(X ) is a type and fixed. This
corresponds to the complementary set M≥sym(P,Λ) and,
accordingly, this set is also semialgebraic and therewith
BSS-decidable. This means we immediately obtain the
following result.

Theorem 10. Let X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alphabets.
Further, let P ∈ P(X ) and Λ > 0 be arbitrary but fixed. Then
the set M≥sym(P,Λ) is BSS-decidable.

B. Input and State Constraints

Finally, we address the most general case by further con-
sidering a constraint on the input sequences. For xn =
(x1, ..., xn) we define the cost function

g(xn) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

g(xi)

and assume as in [35] that minx∈X g(x) = 0. If we have
Γ ≥ maxx∈X g(x) for a given input constraint Γ > 0, then
the input constraint is inactive. We further define

g(P ) =
∑
x∈X

P (x)g(x).

Based on the discussion above for the case of state con-
straints only, we can now state conditions for the general case
including both state and input constraints. We define

MDoS(Γ,Λ) =
{
W : max

P∈P(X ),g(P )≤Γ
Λ(P,W ) < Λ

}
with

Λ(P,W ) = min
U∈U(W )

∑
x∈X

∑
s∈S

P (x)U(s|x)l(s),

cf. (7) and (8), which describes the set of all channels for
which a DoS attack is possible under state constraint Λ and
input constraint Γ for a Jammer with partial knowledge.
Similarly, we can define the corresponding set MDoS(Γ,Λ)
for a Jammer with full knowledge. We have the following
result.

Theorem 11. Let X , Y , and S be arbitrary finite alphabets.
Further, let Λ > 0 and Γ > 0 be arbitrary but fixed. Then the
sets MDoS(Γ,Λ) and MDoS(Γ,Λ) are both BSS-decidable.

Proof: We can prove the desired result by extending the
proof for the case of only state constraints in Theorem 8.
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In addition to the vectors t ∈ R|X ||S||Y| and u ∈ R|S||X |,
we consider the vector

p =

 p(1)
...

p(|X |)

 ∈ R|X |, p ∈ P(X )

with

p(l) ≥ 0, 1 ≤ l ≤ |X |,
|X |∑
l=1

p(l) = 1, and

|X |∑
l=1

p(l)g(l) ≤ Γ.

We observe that this defines a semialgebraic set in R|X | which
we denote as P(g, Γ ). Now, the variables

(t,u,p) ∈ R|X ||S||Y| × R|S||X | × R|X |

with (t,u) ∈ TCH(P, l, Λ) × UCH and p ∈ P(g, Γ ) ⊂ R|X |.
Now, the set of vectors (t,u,p) with these properties are a
semialgebraic set which we denote as A(g, Γ, l, Λ).

We observe that W ∈ MDoS(Γ,Λ) is true if and only if
for all p ∈ R|X | there exists a u ∈ R|S||X | with p ∈ P(g, Γ )
and t ∈ TCH(P, l, Λ) so that (t,u,p) is in A(g, Γ, l, Λ). Since
A(g, Γ, l, Λ) is a semialgebraic set, the set of all these t is a
semialgebraic set and therewith also the set MDoS(Γ,Λ) is a
semialgebraic set. This allows us to use the Tarski-Seidenberg-
Theorem to eliminate all the quantifiers in MDoS(Γ,Λ).

The derivation for MDoS(Γ,Λ) follows accordingly which
completes the proof.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have studied the detectability of DoS
attacks. In [19] it has been shown that this problem cannot be
solved algorithmically on Turing machines. It has subsequently
been shown in [36, 37] that Turing machines are not capable
of algorithmically detecting DoS attacks on communication
systems with feedback. These results show the limitations of
today’s information processing hardware and the framework
of digital twins. Even if the best possible digital twins and
the best possible digital computing platform are used, the
detectability of DoS attacks remains impossible.

Recently, the limitations of Turing machines and therewith
of digital twins have been observed for communication sys-
tems. In particular, it has been shown that the deterministic
capacity of arbitrarily varying channel [38], the capacity of
finite state channels [39, 40], and the identification capacity
with feedback [41] are not computable on Turing machines.
To this end, it has further been shown that optimal informa-
tion processing schemes for several problems are not algo-
rithmically constructible. This shows the fundamental limits
of a computer-aided information processing design. Such a
behavior has been shown for compound and block fading
channels in [42] and [43]. In addition to that, there is no
Turing machine that takes a discrete memoryless channel
(DMC) as an input and then algorithmically computes optimal,

i.e., capacity-achieving, codes [44]. This also motivates the
analysis of more general hardware platforms, i.e., those that
go beyond the standard digital hardware, from a computing
perspective; even if such hardware platforms cannot be built
with today’s technology.

BSS machines provide a suitable computing model for
neuromorphic processors and therewith provide the basis for
corresponding neuromorphic twins. Recently, there has been
significant progress in the development in such neuromorphic
processors. In particular, prototypes have been developed
with an analog signal processing that show a significantly
reduced energy consumption compared to digital processors.
This already makes them particularly interesting for machine
learning approaches in signal processing as solutions on digital
hardware have shown a huge energy consumption. Further,
BSS machines have been proposed to be a suitable computing
model for biocomputing in living organisms on all scales
ranging from computing in cells to computing in the brain
[21]. In addition to this, in this paper we observe additional
new features of neuromorphic computing solutions: They are
capable to solve practically relevant problems with guaranteed
performance that are impossible to solve on traditional digital
hardware.

In this paper, we have considered BSS machines and have
shown that DoS attacks become indeed detectable on such
computing models that are able to process and store arbitrary
real numbers. The results reveal that the symmetrizability
condition can be expressed as independent polynomial equa-
tions and inequalities so that the question of detectability is
then completely characterized by polynomials and therewith
by semialgebraic sets. The set of AVCs that satisfy this
condition further involves an existence quantifier which can
be eliminated by the Tarski algorithm. Thus, there exists a
BSS machine that can decide for every AVC whether or not a
DoS attack is possible. In contrast to this, such a elimination
of quantifiers is not possible on Turing machines provides a
reason that this decision problem is not solvable on Turing
machines.

The problem of detection DoS attacks on communication
systems is relevant by itself but is further of fundamental
importance for the verification of trustworthiness. This gives
evidence that also for trustworthiness verification, the under-
lying hardware platform must be taken into account for the
implementation. For example, this means that even if it has
been shown that a certain procedure is trustworthy, it can
become non-trustworthy if it need to be implemented on a
digital hardware where such a corresponding implementation
can never be trustworthy [15]. This is exactly the behavior that
we have seen for the detection of DoS attacks. This makes
the use of neuromorphic processors very interesting for the
implementation of trustworthiness.
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